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The electronic structure and bonding of some recently discovered ternary hydrides with group VI11 metals are 
evaluated using tight-binding extended Hiickel band structure calculations. Various computational tools that include 
charge iteration of the transition metal orbital parameters, Mulliken population analyses, and second moment 
scaling methods were utilized to examine the bonding in Mg2RuH4 and MgpRuH3. Our results indicate that the 
unusual sawhorse geometry of the d8 RuH4 fragment in MgzRuH4 is preferred over a square planar configuration 
due to zeroth-order ligand field effects, oxidation state at the transition metal, and metal-metal bonding between 
adjacent fragments. In the extraordinary structure of Mg3RuH3, Mg valence orbitals are actively involved in 
chemical bonding and contribute to the stability of the unusual electron count at Ru. 

Hydrogen combines with many metals to form binary hydrides 
that range from insulators to metals and even superconductors.' 
Thegroup VI11 metals (Fe-Os, Co-Ir, Ni-Pt), however, generally 
do not form thermodynamically stable binary hydrides, the notable 
exception to this list being palladium.2 Nevertheless, during the 
past two decades, numerous ternary hydrides and deuterides, 
A,MHy (A = alkali or alkaline earth metal; M = group VI11 
element), have been e~tablished.~ Examples include Mg2FeD6,4 
M ~ ~ C O D S , ~  MgzNiD4,6 and Na2Pt&.' With applications toward 
potential hydrogen storage devices, these classes of compounds 
offer extremely high hydrogen content per unit volume and weight, 
but with relatively strong metal-hydrogen which is not 
conducive to hydrogen storage. 

Electronic structure calculations on some of these ternary 
systems have been performed to give an accurate description of 
the metal-hydrogen bond in order to learn how it could be 
weakened.*l These results have confirmed the application of 
classical electron-counting rules to these complexesO9 The series 
Mgz(Fe, Co, Ni)H, 0, = 6, 5,4, respectively) contains isolated 
[MHYlc fragments that obey the 18-electron rule,qd while Naz- 
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P t h  displays square planar [RH,] 2-units,7 which are appropriate 
for d8 16-electron transition metal complexes. Recent synthetic 
efforts in the Mg-Ru-H system uncovered seemingly surprising 
coordination geometries for the Ru atoms. For example, in Mgz- 
RuH4,1° formally d* [ R u H ~ ] ~  moieties adopt the sawhorse 
configuration.ll These complexes are interconnected to form 
zigzag chains of Ru atoms separated by a distance of 3.236 A, 
as shown in structure 1. However, in the stoichiometric analogue, 

1 2 

Na2PtH4, square planar [RH4I2- complexes are isolated from 
each other7 (see structure 2). Another compound, Mg3RuD3, 
contains T-shaped RuHj units linked via a Ru-Ru contact of 
3.310 A12 (cf. 3). 

3 

Our convention in these diagrams is to represent the cations 
(Mg or Na) by darkened circles, the transition metal (Ru or Pt) 
by large open circles, and hydrogen by small open circles. 

These systems (1-3) clearly provide a strong bridge between 
molecular and solid-state hydrides. What accounts for the 
stability of these "unusual" transition metal hydride fragments 
in these ternary systems? What role does metal-metal bonding 

(10) Bonhomme. F.; Yvon, K.; Triscone, G.; Jansen, G.; Auffennann, G.; 
Muller, P.; Bronger, W.; Fischer, P. J. Alloys Comp. 1992, 178, 161. 

( 1 1) Four-coordinate suwhorse geometries are also called angular, burrerfly, 
and cis-divacant. The geometry is derived from an octahedral R u b  
complex by removing two cis ligands. 

(12) Bonhomme, F.; Yvon, K.; Fischer, P. J.  Alloys Comp. 1992,186, 309. 
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play, and how do the electropositive cations influence the chemical 
bonding in these species? This paper will examine the questions 
using the extended Hiickel method” to determine the electronic 
structure of some of these intriguing systems. Details of the 
method are outlined in the Appendix. In particular, we shall 
probe examples whose transition metals adopt electronic con- 
figurations of d8 counts and beyond. 

Mg*& vs NazPtH, 
As similar as Mg2RuH4 and Na2PtH4 “appear” at first glance, 

it is somewhat surprising that their structures should show such 
extreme differences (see 1 and 2). Although each transition metal 
formally adopts a d8 configuration, their different formal oxidation 
states, Ru(0) and Pt(II), greatly influence the observed coor- 
dination geometries. Furthermore, a Ru-Ru separation of 3.236 
A indicates some degree of metal-metal bonding (Pauling bond 
order14 is 0.06), which is completely absent between Pt atoms in 
Na2PtH4. When we include the cations, these two structures 
could serve as ‘solid-state isomers” of one another.15 The 
electropositive Na or Mg atoms form a slightly distorted simple 
cubic framework, and Pt or Ru occupy half of the cubic centers; 
Le., these structures represent alternative defect-CsC1 arrange- 
ments.16 Pt atoms occupy sites that maximize their mutual 
internuclear separations while Ru atoms form zigzag chains. There 
is certainly a synergistic relationship between the spatial distri- 
bution of the transition metal atoms within the electropositive 
matrix and the local coordination of these metals by hydrogen. 

Previous theoretical investigations on these two d8 geometries 
indicated that the D4h square planar ML4 fragment would be 
energetically preferred over the C b  sawhorse arrangement for 
electronegative metals M and strong u-donor ligands L.17 Since 
valence-state ionization potentials increase as the oxidation state 
of an element increases,18 so does that metal’s electronegativity. 
Therefore, d8 metals in positive oxidation states, like Rh(1) and 
Pt(II), adopt square planar structures. On the other hand, Ru- 
(0) andOs(0) exhibit thesawhorsegeometry with four COligands, 
but also with metal-metal bonding in the triangular [ R U ( C O ) ~ ] ~  
and [Os(CO)4]3 species.19 Inaddition, Fe(C0)4is a paramagnetic 
monomer whose structure lies between tetrahedral and sawhorse 
arrangements.20 In a previous paper one of us in fact suggested 
that there might exist an alternative to the three-membered ring, 
single-bonded [M(C0)4]3 structure, namely an extended quasi- 
finite zigzag chain.17 This is precisely the atomic arrangement 
of the RuH4 substructure in MgzRuH4. However, in Mg2RuH4, 
the Ru-Ru distance of 3.236 A is significantly greater than 2.84 
A found in R u ~ ( C O ) ~ ~ .  Furthermore, Madelung calculations2’ 
performed on (Mg2+)2Ru0(H-)4 in both the Mg2RuH4 and Na2- 
PtH4 modifications at equal unit cell volumes favor the square 
planar system by 1.7 eV per formula unit. And, fiially, summation 
of orbitals energies of MH4 fragments (M = Ru or Pt) show that 
the d8 square planar geometry is always preferred by nearly 2.0 
eV over the sawhorse coordination. 

We shall first address the role played by metal-metal bonding 
in the MgzRuH4 structure. To do this, we examined a sequence 
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of hypothetical structures, which are shown in Figure 1. The two 
basic “monomer” structures are the Ia sawhorse unit and the IIa 
square planar structure. These can interact as “dimers,” Ib and 
IIb, “trimers,” IC and IIc, “tetramers,” Id and IId, and the infinite 
chains Ie and IIe. Table 1 lists computational results on various 
[RuH4In4* aggregates as well as both actual and hypothetical 
A2MH4 structure types (for purposes of these calculations, A = 
Mg, M = Ru). Clearly, electronic energies indicate that the 
sawhorse geometry is stabilized by Ru-Ru bonding. Within the 
set of model [RuH4In4* structures, Ia-Ie, the greatest effects 
occur for n 1 3. Molecular orbital (MO) energy diagrams 
illustrated in Figure 2 for the n = 2 and n = 3 cases provide a 
transparent understanding of the stabilization due to Ru-Ru 
bonding. 

Let us analyze the monomer units and their oligomers. The 
fragment M u s  of a Cb sawhorse RuH4 unit in 4 show the three- 
below-two pattern of the parent octahedral complex. The three 
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degenerate orbitals at lower energy are Ru-H u nonbonding, and 
the twoorbitals at higher energies are Ru-H u antibonding ( ~ ( R u -  
H) = 1.70 A). The b2 frontier orbital, which is a mixture of xy 
and xcharacter within our coordinate system, lies approximately 
1.0 eV lower than the al orbital, which is largely 1 2  with some 
s and y contributions. 

Upon formation of the dimer Ib (d(Ru-Ru) = 3.236 A as in 
MgzRuHd), the b2 frontier orbitals interact to give r(b2J and 
?r*(bl,) MO’s, while the a1 frontier levels combine into u(a,) and 
u*(b3,) M O s  (see Figure 2). The relatively weak through-space 
?r overlap between the b2 levels (S = 0.056) leads to a small r-~* 
energy difference of 0.56 eV and keeps “*(bl,) below u(ag). Since 
?r*(blg) is the highest occupied MO (HOMO), a negligible 
stabilization energy relative to the monomer as well as the weak, 
but slightly bonding, Ru-Ru overlap population results (see Table 
1). Hybridization with the valence x orbitals of Ru produces the 
positive values for these two quantities. 

In the triangular cluster IC, [ R u ~ H I ~ ]  12-, the linear combinations 
of b2 frontier orbitals form a M6bius system (5; two-below-one), 
while those of the a1 levels form a Hiickel system (6; one-below- 
two).22 The difference in the pattern of MO energies lies in the 

0 

00 + 
v v  

0 

v 
5 6 

head-to-tail overlap between adjacent bz orbitals (M6bius) but 
head-to-head overlap between a1 orbitals (Hiickel). Due to the 
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U 
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Figure 1. Structural models listed in Table 1. Small shaded circles are 
Mg and Na; large open circles are Ru and Pt; small open circles are H. 

strength of the three-center orbital overlaps and the different 
irreducible representations spanned by the highest energy MGbius 
(a2’; Ru-Ru antibonding) and lowest energy Hiickel (al’; Ru-Ru 
bonding) levels, these combinations of bz and a l  frontier orbitals 
do not mix, and the bonding 81’ level becomes the HOMO. Thus, 
we find a greater stabilization energy for the trimer IC and a 
significant increase in the Ru-Ru overlap population over that 
of the dimer Ib. This trend continues for larger ring systems, and 
the tetramer Id (square geometry) shows the lowest total energy 
per formula unit. 

The total energy of the quasi-infinite one-dimensional zigzag 
chain of C2,-RuH4 fragments le lies between those of the 
tetramerId and the trimer IC, but the Ru-Ru overlap population 
drops significantly in value. Symmetry characteristics of the 
energy bands, shown in Figure 3, indicate that dispersion effects 
account for the lower Ru-Ru overlap population, although the 
through-space u overlap of bz orbitals in the zigzag chain Ie 
(L(Ru-Ru-Ru) = 95.8’)  is greater than that in the trimer IC 
(L(Ru-Ru-Ru) = 60.0°) and only slightly smaller than that in 
the tetramer Id (L(Ru-Ru-Ru) = 90.0°). Let us analyze these 
effects in some detail. 

Symmetry operations of the zigzag chain that maintain the 
invariance of the wavevector k (k is parallel to c* in Mg2RuH4) 
include the horizontal (yz) mirror plane of the chain and the 

Table 1. Computational Results from Structures Containing the 
Sawhorse (Cb; I and III) or Square Planar (Du,; II and N) RuH4 
Fragment4 

system structure energy (eV) q(Ru) p(Ru-Ru) 
Isolated Hypothetical Fragments 

Sawhorse 
1st 0.00 9.487 
Ib -0.03 9.484 
IC -0.15 9.413 
Id -0.22 9.415 
Ie -0.19 9.488 

IIa -2.15 9.591 
In -2.12 9.589 
IIC -2.10 9.588 
IId -2.10 9.589 
Ue -2.08 9.586 

Square Planar 

Mg2RuH4 Models 
Sawhorse 

IIIa 0.00 8.350 
IIId -0.88 8.441 
UIe -0.19 8.444 

Na -1.73 8.682 
Ne -1.62 8.673 

Square Planar 

0.025 
0.196 
0.189 
0.131 

0.022 
0.020 
0.021 

-0.009 

0.058 
0.051 

-0.006 

The energy values are total energies per formula unit as referenced 
to either the isolated sawhorse fragment In or structure IIIa. q(Ru) is 
the Mulliken population for the Ru centers. p(Ru-Ru) is the overlap 
population between Ru centers, when appropriate. Structures are 
illustrated in Figure 1. 

vertical ( xz )  glide plane, which transforms one RuH4 fragment 
into an adjacent site. Since the frontier orbitals, bz and al, are 
both symmetric with respect to the horizontal mirror plane, the 
discriminating operation is the glide plane, which also dictates 
that degeneracies occur a t  the zone edge.23 Only a t  the zone 
center r (k = 0) and the zone edge Z (k = TC* = (n/c)z) can 
the inversion center (located between adjacent Ru atoms) be 
included as a symmetry operation. At the r point, the group of 
the wavevector is isomorphous with DZh, and the four crystal 
orbitals arising from combinations of b2 and a l  each adopt different 
irreducible representations (see Figure 3). The two Ru-Ru 
bondind bands (b3, and a,) lie lower in energy than the two Ru- 
Ru antibonding bands (bl, and b ~ ~ ) .  Dispersion effects tend to 
bring the bonding and antibonding combinations of the b2 (b3, 
and bl,) and a l  (a, and b2,) bands together at the zone edge to 
form Ru-Ru nonbonding levels. However, at points away from 
r, the nodal characteristics of these fragment orbitals lead to 
identical irreducible representations for the antibonding com- 
bination of b2 and the bonding combination of a l  orbitals: they 
are both antisymmetric with respect to the xz  glide plane. 
Therefore, a strong symmetry-avoided crossing results, leading 
to a bandgap between occupied and unoccupied crystal orbitals. 
In addition, a significant contribution from the antibonding 
combination of b2 frontier orbitals mixes into the highest occupied 
band, and the Ru-Ru overlap population in Ie becomes slightly 
reduced from its value for the rings IC and Id. 

A similar analysis for oligomers of d8 space planar MH4 
fragments IIa-e (see Figure 1) reveals that isolated complexes, 
as found in NazPtH4, are slightly preferred over any degree of 
aggregation. This destabilization of oligomeric structures occurs 
primarily due to the occupation of metal-metal u-antibonding 
orbitals that involve mostly zz orbitals along the chain. 

Clearly, metal-metal bonding is an important component in 
the electronicstructureof Mg2RuH4. Table 1 also lists our results 

(22) (a) Walsh, A. D. W. Trans. Faraday Soc. 1949,45,179. (b) Jorgensen, 
W. L.; Salem, L. The Organic Chemist’s Book of Orbiials; Academic 
Press: New York, 1973; pp 22-23. (c) Zimmerman, H. E. Acc. Chem. 
Res. 1971, 4 ,  272. 

(23) Whangbo, M.-H.; Hoffmann, R.; Woodward, R. B. Proc. Roy. SOC. 
1919, A366, 23. 
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Figure 2. Molecular orbital (MO) energy level diagrams for the dimeric (Ib, left) and trimeric (IC; right) clusters of sawhorse [RuH#- fragments 
(center). Only M O s  with largely Ru 4d character are shown. Labels correspond to the Da and D3h point symmetries of Ib and IC, respectively. 

r Z 
Figure 3. Energy bands of MglRuHd along the rZ line in the orthorhombic Brillouin zone (parallel to c*). The dashed line at -8.4 eV is the calculated 
Fermi level. Crystal orbitals at r and Z for the highest occupied, b,, and a,, and lowest unoccupied bands, bl, and bzu, are also depicted. 

from calculations on complete three-dimensional models with 
the same stoichiometry, performed at identical volumes per 
formula unit (theobservedvolume in Mg2RuHp is 70.2 A3). These 
structures are also shown in Figure 1. Three examples in the 
table contain RuH4 sawhorse complexes IIIa,d,e, and those 
showing short Ru-Ru contacts, IIId,e, are preferred by 0.88 and 
0.79 eV, respectively, over the hypothetical model IIIa with no 
Ru-Ru bonds. me is the observed topology of MgzRuH4, whereas 

IIId contains square clusters of [ R U H ~ ] ~  units in a cubic array 
of Mg atoms. On the other hand, structure ma corresponds to 
the antifluorite arrangement for the Mg2Ru framework. Different 
arrangements of the RuH4 units in this structure gave energies 
within 0.03 eV of one another; the average value is reported in 
Table 1. Note that the energetic preferences for IIId,e are 
approximately 4 times as great as that for Id,e over Ia, although 
the Ru-Ru overlap populations are significantly smaller in the 
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orbitals also interact with the highest occupied band of Ie just 
below -8.0 eV, lowering its energy range to become a shoulder 
of the strong Ru-H nonbonding orbital peak. The Fermi level 
also drops when Mg orbitals are introduced. Furthermore, this 
mixing of Mg 3s and 3p orbitals into the occupied Ru 4d bands 
leads to the small value of the Ru-Ru overlap population via 
orbital dilution effects.25 

The difference in calculated electronic energies for cases IIId,e 
parallels the slight preference for the square [RuH4]416 cluster 
Id over the zigzag chain Ie. Madelung calculations carried out 
on these two systems, however, give ionic lattice energies that are 
1.55 eV in favor of the chain system IIIe. Therefore, when ionic 
forces are combined with orbital energies, the observed structure 
is preferred. 

The troubling fact remaining in Table 1, however, is that both 
metal-metal bonding and cation orbital contributions to the 
electronic structure are insufficient to counteract the apparently 
greater ligand field stabilization energy of the square planar 
geometry for the d8 configuration. The results of a Mulliken 
population analysis for the charge on the Ru atoms are also listed 
in Table 1 (note: charges at Ru equal 8 - q(Ru); Ru is formally 
in the zero oxidation state for each listing). In general, Ru atoms 
in the general planar RuH4 complexes acquire 0.1-0.2 unit of 
charge more than those in the sawhorse fragments. In order to 
pursue the origins of this observation, we list in Table 2 the results 
of a Mulliken population analysis carried out on the two 
monomeric isomers under different levels of d-s-p hybridization 
at the Ru site. In all cases the metal atom accumulates greater 
electron density in the square planar geometry. Since the d-only 
model reproduces the trend in Table 1, the primary reason stems 
from the ligand field imposed by the four hydrogen atoms: it is 
greater in the square planar geometry than in the sawhorse 
arrangement. Since the square planar HOOMO mixes with Ru 

(24) (a) Hughbanks, T.; Hoffmann, R. J. Am. Chem. SOC. 1983,105,3528. 
(b) Wijeyesekera, S. D.; Hoffmann, R. Organometallics 1984.3.949. 

( 2 5 )  Orbitaldilution refers toloweringof AOcoefficientsin theMOexpression 
through normalization when additional orbitals occur in the basis set. 

5s, whereas the sawhorse HOMO mixes with Ru 5p, ds and dp 
hybridizations counteract each other. Ru 5s mixing increases 
the Ru population in the square planar complex, and Ru 5p mixing 
augments that in the sawhorse geometry. Due to thelower energy 
of the Ru 5s A 0  relative to the 5p AO’s, ds hybridization 
dominates and enhances the ligand field effect to give greater 
populations in the square planar geometry. 

Recent efforts to expand the effectiveness of the Hiickel (tight- 
binding) approximation led to the development of second-moment 
scaling.26 In order to compare various structures and to evaluate 
their relativestabilities as a functionof electron count, thismethod 
relies on setting the variance for the different distributions of 
orbital energies to a fixed value. The variance is related to the 
second moment of these energy di~tributions.2~ Applications to 
a wide spectrum of compounds, which include both molecules 
and extended solids, indicate that this approach is tremendously 
successful.28 For the metal hydride fragments using only 4d 
orbitals on Ru, there are two energy parameters whose values 
affect second-moment values. The first is A(X), which is the 
difference in A 0  energies between the valence H 1s and Ru 4d 
orbitals for the particular ligand field with point group X. The 
other is @(X), the 4d-1s resonance integral in the point group X. 
To compare the two geometries, we devise the following two 
dimensionless parameters: 6 - A(Cb)/A(&) and T - @(e,)/ 
B(D4h). There remains then onefree parameter, y, which relates 

The graphs in Figure 5 qualitatively illustrate the relative 
energies of the d8 sawhorse and square planar geometries as 6 and 
T vary for various y values. In each graph, the shaded region 
indicates where the Cb fragment is preferred. Regardless of the 

(26) (a) Pettifor, D. G.; Podloucky, R. Phys. Rev. Lerr .  1984,53, 1080. (b) 
Burdett, J. K.; Lee, S. J. Am. Chem. SOC. 1985, 107, 3063. 

(27) The second moment f i 2  = JF p(E) dE = JF &(E - E.) dE = E&,z, 
where the summation covers all MO’s in the system. 

(28) (a) Lee, S. Acc. Chem. Res. 1991,24,249. (b) Lee, S. J.  Am. Chem. 
Soc. 1991,113, 101,8611. (c) Hoistad, L.; Lee, S. J .  Am. Chem. Soc. 
1991, 113, 8216. 

to 8@4h), i.e., A(&) = Y@(D4h). 
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Figure 5. Qualitative variations in the energy difference (AE) between 
d8 sawhorse and square planar RuH4 units within the two-parameter 
field 6 and T as defined in the text for different values of y (see text). 
Regions of stability for the sawhorse fragment are shaded, and the dashed 
lines represent the slices along the two energy surfaces for which the two 
geometries have equal second moments p2. 

value of y, the sawhorse geometry requires 6 C 1 for all physically 
reasonable values of T (0.9 I 7 I 1.2 corresponds to a range 
d(Ru-H) f 0.1 A). For large y, 6 need only be slightly less than 
1 for stability of the Cb fragment whereas, for small 6, this region 
of stability is more restricted. What does 6 < 1 physically mean? 
If we assume the same values for the H 1s A 0  energies in the 
two systems, then the Ru 4d A 0  energies should adopt lower 
values when the coordination has Cb point symmetry than when 
it is square planar. 

Valence-state ionization potentials, which are used to evaluate 
orbital energies:!) are sensitive to the charge of an atom in a 
molecular or solid-state complex.18 These values show quadratic 
behavior with respect to charge and increase as the negative charge 
on an atom increases. Our Mulliken population results (Table 
2) obtain greater negative charge at the metal in square planar 
coordination. Therefore, we expected A(&) > A(Cb), or 6 C 
1. We can visualize these different Ru 4d A 0  energies as coming 
from a zeroth-order ligand field effect derived from electron 
transfer between metal and ligands. The splitting of these energy 
levels is then governed by the symmetry of the coordination 
environment. 

Nevertheless, how do the values A(X) affect the relative energies 
of these two moieties? Both the sawhorse and square planar 
geometries may be derived from the octahedron by respectively 
removing two cis and trans ligands. Since H offers no valence 
AOs that can engage in Ru-H T overlap, the octahedron’s u 
nonbonding tzg orbitals remain nonbonding and degenerate in 

Table 3. Valence Atomic Orbital Energies of Ru Obtained by 
Charge Iteration for the Various Mg2RuH4 Structures Listed in 
Table lo 

~~ 

structure d R u )  Ha (eV) Hm (eV) Hdd (eV) 
IIIa 8.350 -7.90 -3.1 1 -9.76, 
IIId 8.441 -7.78 -2.74 -9.62 
IIIe 8.444 -7.78 -2.72 -9.57 
IVa 8.682 -7.19 -2.12 -8.59 
IVe 8.673 -7.20 -2.13 -8.62 
q(Ru) values are calculated using the A 0  energy parameters for Ru 

from IIIe. 

these RuH4 fragments. The energy of these orbitals is thus exactly 
A(X). 

Figure 5,  therefore, points out why the sawhorse arrangement 
is favored for low-oxidation-state d8 metals, like Ru(0) and Os- 
(0). In this case, A(X) will be large (y is also large), and the 
effects of charge transfer will quickly favor the Cb geometry. 
When the potential for valence electrons increases by going to 
higher oxidation states, as in Rh(1) and Pt(I1) (the metals are 
also more electronegative), smaller y values occur, and metal- 
ligand charge transfer will not sufficiently shift6 to regions away 
from the square planar geometry. 

Charge iteration of the Ru parameters for several structural 
modifications with stoichiometry Mg2RuHd have shown that the 
atomic orbital energy parameters depend greatly on the local 
RuH4 coordination geometry but are rather insensitive to the 
occurrence of Ru-Ru bonding. Table 3 lists the resulting energy 
parameters for structures IIIa, IIId, IIIe, IVa, and IVe along with 
the Mulliken population of Ru, which was obtained by using the 
A 0  parameters from structure IIIe. When the difference in Ru 
populations is approximately 0.2 unit of electronic charge, the 
energies of the Ru 4d orbitals differ by nearly 0.9 eV; the square 
planar system gives higher valence atomic orbital energies at Ru. 
The sawhorse configuration, therefore, gains a lot of electronic 
energy through population of the three R-H u nonbonding orbitals. 

The dashed lines in Figure 5 correspond to the section of the 
two intersecting energy surfaces which maintain equal second 
moments between the two structures. This additional restriction 
results in specific values of T for which the sawhorse geometry 
is preferred. When second-moment scaling is applied, the range 
of allowed values of T for stability of the Cb fragment increases 
as y increases. This solidifies our conclusion that the angular 
structure prefers low-oxidation-state d8 metals. This results also 
suggests that the square planar geometry for these metals may 
be stabilized under pressure. 

NazPtH4 vs K2PtC4 

At this point, we wish to discuss briefly the difference in the 
arrangements of square planar [PtX4I2- complexes found in the 
structures of NazPtH4’ (IVa) and K~Ptc14~O (IVe). Previous 
seminal  treatment^^,^^ of orbital interactions in the solid state 
have examined the tetracyanoplatinate chains in K2[Pt(CN)4]. 
3H20 as well as in the model polymer :[PtH4l2-. Although van 
der Waals attractions between the closed-shell square planar units 
as well as hydrogen bonding cannot be excluded, both treatments 
point out the contribution of an orbital interaction, i.e., bonding 
between adjacent Pt atoms that involves the mixing of the Pt z2 
and z bands. Both the small z2-z overlap (S = 0.042 for d(Pt- 
Pt) = 3.40 A) and the large energetic mismatch between these 
two orbitals account for a relatively weak interaction. Most of 
the orbital mixing affecting the occupied levels takes place at the 
top of the z2 band. The result of this dp hybridization is to reduce 
the antibonding component of the z2-z2 interaction. 

~ ~~ 

(29) McGlynn, S. P.; Vanquickenborne, L. G.; Kinoshita, M.; Carroll, D. G. 
Introduction to Applied Quantum Chemistry; Holt, Rinehart & 
Winston: New York, 1972. 

(30) Kukina, G. A. Zh. Strukt. Khim. 1962,3,474. 
(31) Hoffmann, R. Solids and Surfaces: A Chemist’s View of Bonding in 

Extended Structures; VCH Publishers, Inc.: New York, 1998. 
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Calculations on a quasi-infinite chain of [PtH#- units (as in 
IIe) reveal that this orbital mixing occurs but is extremely small 
and gives a slightly negative overlap population (p(Pt-Pt) = 
-0.002) between adjacent Pt atoms. Thesechainsarenot realized 
in any of the A2 PtH4 structures where A is an alkali metal.3b 
K2PtC14, on the other hand, exhibits this direct stacking of square 
planar complexes with d(Pt-Pt) = 4.10 A (p(Pt-Pt) = 0.000) 
and forms by precipitation from aqueous s0lution!3~ Nevertheless, 
we can identify this type of chain in Li3RhH4 with very weakly 
interacting square planar Rh centers (d(Rh-Rh) = 3.881 4 . 3 3  

The calculated Rh-Rh overlap population in this system is only 
0,001. In fact, the arrangement of RhH4 complexes gives a 
distorted body-centered tetragonal cell (as in Na2PtH4), and the 
shift toward orthorhombic symmetry occurs largely due to the 
distribution of Li atoms. Using this description, the Li3Rh partial 
structure may also arise from an ordered defect variant of the 
MoNi4 structure type ( c I ~ O ) . ~ ~  

We contend, therefore, that the absence of chain formation in 
A2PtH4 lies in the nature of the high-temperature synthesis of 
these phases, since a solid-solid phase transformation occurs upon 
cooling.7.35 Rapid movement of the PtH4 moieties in NazPtH4 
at temperatures above 573 K leads to theantifluorite arrangement 
of cations (A+) and anions ([PtH4]2-). Not only is there a large 
Madelung component to the total energy, but also the elctrostatic 
and nonbonded orbital repulsions between H atoms on different 
complexes are minimized within the antifluorite structure. When 
the sample is cooled below the transition temperature, diffusion 
of either the cations or anions is severely restricted and the Naz- 
PtH4 structure type evolves. It is conceivable that similar 
phenomena involving the RhH4 units is present in Li3RhH4 and 
that the relatively “short” Rh-Rh separation of 3.881 A arises 
from polar covalent interactions between Li and H. However, 
there is no experimental evidence for any transformation in Li3- 

At this time, we are unable to accurately evaluate van der 
Waals forces between the square planar moieties, but the nearly 
negligible overlap populations indicate that these forces may be 
more significant than the orbital interactions. Mulliken popu- 
lationsat Pt in both [PtH4I2-and [PtC14I2-are 10.356and9.143, 
while the corresponding zZvaluesare 1.922 and 1.949, respectively. 
Thus, according to the London expression for the van der Waals 
energy from a dipoledipole potential,36 the larger z2 component 
in the HOMO for the chloro complex as well as the C13p orbital 
contributions will allow greater van der Waals attractions between 
[PtC14I2- units than between [PtH4I2-. 

RhH4. 

Miller et al. 

MgjRuHj: Is There Ru-Ru Bonding? 

As a last example, we consider Mg3R~H3. l~  This compound 
contains T-shaped RuH3 units that are directly connected via a 
long Ru-Ru bond distance of 3.310 A (see 3). If we treat Mg 
in the usual way, then we find Ru(3-) and an effective 
configuration of 4d1°5s1! Furthermore, using this counting 
scheme, there are 17 valence electrons assigned to each T-shaped 
complex, and only through a Ru-Ru single bond will the transition 
metal center adopt the 18-electron count. There is a set of d9 
dimers of T-shaped fragments with direct metal-metal bonds. 
Ni2(CN)& and Pd2(CNCH3)62+ are two examples, but they are 

(32) Dickinson, R. G. J.  Am. Chem. SOC. 1922.44, 2404. 
(33) Bronger, W.; Miiller, P.; Kowalczyk, J.; Auffermann, G. J.  Alloys Comp. 

1991, 176, 263. 
(34) Villars, P.; Calvert, L. D. Pearson’sHandbookof Crystallographic Data 

for Intermetallic Phases; American Society for Metals: Metals Park, 
OH, 1985. 

(35) (a) Bronger, W.; Auffermann, G.; Mbller, P. J.  Less Common Mer. 
1986, 116, 9. (b) Bronger, W.; Auffermann, G.; Muller, P. J .  Less 
Common Mer. 1988,142, 243. 

(36) Seitz, F. The Modern Theory of Solids; Dover Publications, Inc.: New 
York, 1987. 
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No. Electrons 
Figure 6. Energy difference curves between three models of 
solid line, square planar dimer 7; dashed line, tetrahedral dimer 8. The 
reference geometry is the dimer of T-fragments (3). Lowest line 
corresponds to most stable geometry. 

not ~lanar:3~ the twoT-fragments are rotated by nearly90’ relative 
to each other. Extended Hiickel MO calculations trace this effect 
to steric repulsion between the ligands. These are 16-electron 
metal centers, including a formal metal-metal single bond. The 
electron count and geometry are typical for Ni(I1) and Pd(I1) 
chemistry. Two other M2L6 geometries are also common for 
d*-d10 metals: “square planar” dimers (7) and “tetrahedral” 
dimers (8), whose chemical bonding and correlations between 
structure and electronic structure have been analyzed in detail.38 

n n n n 

7 8 

Charge iteration produces to obtain corrected valence-state 
orbital energies of Ru in Mg3RuH3 lead to significant shifts from 
the ones determined for Mg2RuH4, and we have adopted these 
energies for analysis of its electronic structure (H. = -6.30 eV, 

We begin by comparing the three common geometries for an 
M2L6 moiety: in this case, Ru~H#-. In an attempt to overcome 
the coordination number problem,28 the energy difference curves 
in Figure 6 were evaluated using second-moment scaling28 via 
the Ru-H interactions. In this case, & u - ~ 2  is the same constant 
value for each structure, in which the summation runs over all 
valence orbitals. Since Ru is four-coordinate in 7 and 8, the 
Ru-H distance is larger than that in the T-shaped geometry. For 
d8 configurations and beyond (n 2 28 electrons), the observed 
structure also gives the lowest total energy. There is also no 
strong barrier to rotation about the Ru-Ru bond, unlike the case 
of previous calculations on Ni2(CN)&. This is consistent with 
the smaller nature of H compared to CN-. According to the MO 
diagram of Ru&12-, all d orbitals are occupied, and the HOMO 
has Ru-Ru p v p a  bonding character which is completely Ru-H 
nonbonding. The Ru-Ru overlap population of 0.055 favors a 
significant attractive interaction, yet a distance of 3.331 A is 
rather long and a local Ru configuration of dlOpis not an appealing 
conclusion. Thus, what role does Mg play in the electronic 
structure and chemical bonding in Mg3RuH3? 

There are two crystallographically inequivalent Mg atoms in 
the structure of Mg3RuHs. According to the labels chosen by 

H p p  = -1.26 ev,  Hdd -7.31 ev). 

(37) SchHfer, H.; Eisenmann, B.; Muller, W. Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. Engl. 
1973, 12, 694. 

(38) (a) Jarchow, 0. Z .  Anorg. Allg. Chem. 1971,383,40; Z .  Krfsrallogr., 
Kristallgeom., Krisrallphys., Krtsrallchem. 1973, 136, 122. Jarcbow, 
0.; Schulz, H.; Nast, R. Angew. Chem. 1970,82,43. (b) Doonan, D. 
J.; Bach, A. L.; Goldberg, S. 2.; Eieenbcrg, R.; Miller, J. S. J .  Am. 
Chem. Soc. 1975,97,1961. Goldberg,S. Z.; Eisenberg, R. Itwrg. Chem. 
1976, 15, 535. 
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Figure 7. Total DOS for different structural variants of Mg3RuH3: left, 32434 net of Mg atoms (observed structure); center, 4' net of Mg atoms; 
right, 36 net of Mg atoms. The structural models are depicted below each corresponding DOS diagram (only Mg and Ru sites are shown; Ru sites 
are shaded). 

Table 4. Computational Results from Various Structural Models 

for MgoRuHp 0.000 32434 1.151 44 0.401 36 
n %-O.l :::El tt,. energy (eV) 

dRu) 
d H )  

dMg) 

(p(Ru-H) ) 0.082 (3) 0.167 (3) 0.190 (3) 
(AMg-H)) 0.154 (9) 0.177 (4) 0.123 (7) No. Electrons 

W 

8.146 8.556 8.136 w-0.3 

1.517 (1X) 1.545 (1X) 1.582 (1X) -0.5 

-0.7 

1.572 (2X) 1.546 (2X) 1.616 (2X) a 
1.501 (1X) 1.310 (1X) 1.421 (1X) 
1.347 (2X) 1.248 (2X) 1.313 (2X) 

(~(Ru-Ru)) 0.008 ('/2) 6 9 12 15 18 

Figure8. Differences in the total energies (solid) and Fermi levels (dashed) 
for the observed (3) and hypothetical (9)  structures of MglRuH3. AE 
< 0 favors the Observed Structure. 

Both alternatives have no Ru-Ru contacts closer than 5.00 A. 
These models were set to have the same volume per formula unit 
as the observed structure and are illustrated along with the DOS 
curves in Figure 7. The strong peaks just above -8.0 eV are 
predominantly Ru 4d orbitals and indicate that the Ru-Ru 
interaction is relatively weak in this compound. The calculated 
Ru-Ru overlap population of 0,007 further confirms this 
observation. The relative total energies agree with observation 
(see Table 4), but the greatest effects in the DOS curves Occur 
at the top of the hydrogen band between -14.0 and -12.0 eV as 
well as the spectral region between -12.0 and -8.0 eV. In the 
36 case, short H...H nonbonded contacts result in a broadening 
of the H band by raising the top of this band through antibonding 
H-H interactions. On the other hand, there are also stronger 
Mg-Mg and Mg-Ru interactions. The bottom of the conduction 
band has significant Mg 3s character. This band is not very 
dispersive in the 44 case. Thus, the energetic stabilization of the 

(p(Mg-Mg)) 0.098 (12) 0.112 (10) 0.186 (6) 
(p(Mg-Ru)) 0.027 (8) 0.005 (10) 0.033 (6) 

4 These models are depicted in Figure 7. Numbers in parentheses 
next to the overlap populations indicate the number of such bonds per 
formula unit. 

Bonhomme et al.,'' the arrangement of Mg2 atoms is an 
intermediate between simple cubic packing and simple hexagonal 
Packing. In fact, the Mg2 atoms form slightly Puckered 3*434 
nets that are stacked in an eclipsed fashion. The Mgl atoms 
center cubic interstices and Ru atoms Occupy the center of trigonal 
Prisms. Thus, the ~ n v ~ m " t  Of Mgl atoms mimics MY- 
centered-cubic packing while the surrounding of the RU sites 
resembles hexagonally closest Packing. Since these trigonal 
prismatic sites share a rectangular face, the questiotn arises 
concerning the importance of Ru-Ru bonding for stabilizing this 
structure. 

Figure 7 shows how the total densities of states compare for 
the observed Mg3RuHs structure (32434 nets of Mg) with two 
hypothetical variants based upon body-centered-cubic packing 
(44 nets of Mg) and simple hexagonal packing (36 nets of Mg). 
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Figure 10. Solid line: Energy difference curve (eV) between isolated 
T-shaped RuHs units and the dimer RuzH6. Dashed line: Energy 
difference between monomeric Mg2RuH3 units and the corresponding 
dimer M&RuzH,j. Positivevalues occur when thedimers are morestable; 
negative values occur when isolated monomers are more stable. 

intermediate 32434 (observed) case, at least from the point of 
view of our DOS curves, arises because there is both weaker 
H-.H nonbonded orbital overlap and significant Mg-Ru orbital 
interactions. Overlap populations for various contacts are listed 
as well in Table 4. 

As Figure 7 illustrates, only half of the pairs of trigonal prismatic 
sites within a single (001) layer are occupied with Ru atoms. The 
42 screw axes in Mg3RuH3 arise by alternating the occupation 
of these sites from one layer to the next. Thus, another model 
to investigate the importance of Ru-Ru bonding is to eliminate 
the pairs but to adopt a pattern as shown in 9. The observed 

U U 

9 

structurewins by nearly 1.3 eV per Ru-Ru pair. Figure 8, which 
plots both the energy differences and the difference in Fermi 

energies for these two models, points out that a large driving 
force for the observed structure occurs via Mg-Ru interactions 
and that Ru-Ru bonding has a secondary influence. The sharp 
drop in both A,!? and values between 6 and 9 valence electrons 
per formula unit occurs when the DOS for both structures are 
largely Mg 3s. From 9 to approximately 17 electrons, both Ru- 
Ru and Ru-Mg (dlr-px) interactions contribute to the lower 
values for the observed structure. However, above 17 electrons, 
Ru-Ru antibonding interactions produce the sharp increases in 
AE and AEF. 

How should we assign electrons in this system? In MgHz, 
Mulliken populations evaluated from extended Huckel calcula- 
tions give q(Mg) = 0.85, Le. Mg*.ls+ (H0.575-)2. However, in 
MgsRuH3, we find q(Mg1) = 1.50 and q(Mg2) = 1.35. Now, 
Mulliken populations generally overestimate the amount of 
electron density that builds up on electropositive elements, but 
the trend here is clear. Mg, and especially Mg 1, atoms are involved 
in some degree of metallic bonding with Ru as well as other Mg 
atoms in this compound. Figure 9 illustrates how four Mg atoms 
sitting in a plane perpendicular to the plane of a H3Ru-RuH3 
dimer, as found for the Mgl atoms in Mg3RuH3, alter the pattern 
of MO's of this Ru2H6 fragment. There are low-lying hydrogen- 
centered orbitals (at energies near -14.0 eV) that are not shown. 
In Ru&, eight virtually Ru-H nonbonding orbitals near -7.3 
eV are followed by the Ru-Ru u and u* combinations of Ru-H 
antibonding x2 -y2 orbitals. With Mg atoms included in the x z  
plane, one of the eight Ru-H nonbonding orbitals up in energy: 
the Ru-Ru antibonding combination of z2 orbitals. We set the 
HOMO of this model according to the position of the Fermi level 
in Mg3RuH3 and find that it belongs to the set of Ru-H 
nonbonding orbitals with Ru-Ru lr* character (yz-yz) and leads 
to a Ru-Ru overlap population of -0.006. Therefore, the three 
highest lying d orbitals of the Ru2H6 fragment remain unoccupied. 
However, due to significant contributions from Ru 5s and 5p 
orbitals in the occupied bands, a d7 configuration does not lead 
to Ru(1) in this system. 

Energy difference curves in Figure 10 compare the energy of 
twoisolated monomers with thedimer andindicate that maximum 
stabilization in the electronic energy occurs for 17 electrons per 
monomer when Mg atoms are included but for 15 electrons when 
they are not. Thus, Mg orbitals playa critical role in the electronic 
and subsequent structural stability of Mg3RuH3. 
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Table 5. Atomic Parameters Used in the Extended Hiickel 
Calculations# 
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orbitals of Mg are involved in covalent interactions with Ru as 
well as H, which lead to the electronic stability and apparent 
metallic character of these ternary compounds. Furthermore, 
the special feature of H as a ligand, Le., no valence p orbitals, 
provides increased electron density at the transition metal and 
pushes up thevalence-state orbital energies of Ru. This, coupled 
with Ru-Ru interactions, gives rise to many of the fascinating 
compounds, and, of course, structures, in this system. 
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Appendix 
Allelectronic structure calculations were of the extended Hiickel tight- 

binding type.'0 Observed structures of MgzRu&,8 N a 2 P t k S  Li3Rh&,33 
and Mg3RuHp9 were utilized. Model and hypothetical structures were 
constrained to have the same formula unit volumes and identical M-H 
distances (M = Ru, Rh, Pt) compared to those of theokerved structures. 
DOS and COOP curves were evaluated using special k-point sets:' and 
tight-binding overlaps were included within two neighboring unit cells 
along every translation vector. Atomic orbital  parameter^'^ and charge 
iteration parameter@ for Ru were taken from standard sourcts and are 
listed Table 5. 

atom orbital Hfl(eV) CI f 2  C2 
H 1s -13.60 1.30 
Mg 3s -9.00 1.10 

Ru 5s -7.78 2.08 
5P -2.72 2.04 
4d -9.57 5.38 0.5573 2.30 0.6642 

Pt 6s -9.08 2.55 

3P -4.50 1.10 

6P -5.48 2.55 
5d -12.59 6.01 0.6334 2.70 0.5513 

a Double-f functions are used for the transition metals. 

In terms of local chemical bonding, we can now rationalize in 
a simple way the preference for the observed structure over 
structure 9. A subtle observation of the coordination geometry 
of Mgl by Ru reveals two-coordination in the xy plane. In the 
observed structure, this Ru-Mg-Ru unit is linear, whereas in the 
hypothetical alternative it is bent. According to Figure 9, the 
primary orbital interactions are z~-s-z*, and this system will have 
four electrons (two from the 3s orbital plus one each from the 
Ru z2 orbitals). This three-center four-electron problem has been 
extensively studied9 and gives the linear geometry, as observed 
around Mgl in Mg3RuH3. 

Summary 

The new ternary magnesium ruthenium hydrides have provided 
challenges in trying to correlate electronic structure with observed 
geometries. Our results suggest that Mg is playing a role beyond 
a classical cation, as typically observed for alkaline earth elements 
in numerous inorganic solids known as Zintl phases.39 Valence 

(39) Summerville, R. H.; Hoffmann, R. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1976,98,7240. 
(40) (a) Whangbo, M.-H.; Hoffmann, R. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1978, 100, 

6093. (b) Ammeter, J.; Biirgi, H.-B.; Thibcault, J. C.; Hoffmann, R. 
J.  Am. Chem. SOC. 1978, 100, 3686. 

(41) Chadi, D. J.; Cohen, M .  L. Phys. Rev. B 1973.8, 5747. 
(42) (a) Clementi, E.; Roetti, C. At. Dutu Nucl. Dutu Tables 1974,14, 177. 

(b) Zheng, C.; Hoffmann, R. Z .  Nuturforsch. 1987, l l B ,  292. 
(43) Baranovskii, V. I.; Nikolskii, A. B. Teor. Eksp. Khim. 1967, 3, 527. 


